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MIDDLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM
The middle school nutrition program aligns to education standards and gives students the
knowledge they need to begin practicing healthy choices. All lesson plans and accompanying
resources are free for California educators, available to order or download. The overview is to
help educators use the middle school grade curriculum.
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Program

STEP 1. Confirm that you have all materials
Teacher materials include a Teacher Guide with lesson plans and an Exercise Your
Options DVD, that contains 8 video segments introducing the key issues of each
lesson, teacher PowerPoint presentation and additional resources.
Student materials include Student Workbooks.

STEP 2. Review each lesson plan
Inside the teacher guide you will find 6 lesson plans and a pre and post-assessment
(see chart below). Review each lesson plan prior to teaching the lesson. The
Expanded Opportunities/Making Connection activities are available on the Dairy
Council of California’s website at HealthyEating.org under the Schools section.
The Expanded Opportunities/Making Connection activities provide opportunities to
meet the needs of multiple learning styles and they reinforce concepts taught in the
core lesson.

Teacher Guide +
Student Workbook

Quick Start Guide
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Key Concepts

Focus

Options … Choices …
Decisions

Some of the common myths about food and activity choices. Students also look at their
own choices by completing personal health appraisals.

Food Group Experts

The major food groups and main nutrients. Students conduct their own research and
presentation on the food groups.

Lunch at the Mall …
What Are My Options?

Serving and portion sizes. Students practice making healthy lunch choices at the mall.

Power up for Breakfast

The importance of breakfast.

Food Records

Students complete, analyze and discuss personal food records.

Keep Moving, Keep Fit

The benefits of physical activity. Students also complete and analyze activity records.

Overcoming Obstacles

Developing sound decision-making and goal-setting skills related to healthy eating and
physical activity, which encompasses anticipating obstacles and having an alternate plan.

A Brand New Day

Students assessing their progress (knowledge and goals) since the program began and setting goals for how they plan to eat healthy and be physically active now and in the future.

(requires two sessions)

(requires two sessions)

Pre+Post Assessment Nutrition Primer
Teacher Resource
Download

Read

ONLINE RESOURCES
Referenced in the curricula to complement lessons or to be used on their own.

Curriculum Video
Playlist

Games + Activities

Brain Breaks
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Free Farm to You
Virtual Field Trip

Fillable Workbook
Slides
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HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM
An entirely digital program with interactive components. These online lessons and
accompanying resources are free for California educators, available to order or download. The
Educator Guide Tutorial is to help educators get started, and the Let’s Eat Healthy Tutorial is
to help educators adapt the lessons for Google Classroom.

Online Teen Lessons

Online Lesson
Educator Guide

Healthy Tips for
Teens

Nutrition Primer
Teacher Resource
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PARENT RESOURCES
Share these resources with families to continue the learning at home.

Nutrition Booklets

“Ask a Nutritionist” Vlog Series

Order

View

HAVE QUESTIONS?
Find your local community nutrition adviser at HealthyEating.org/CNA.

